2020 Possession/Tagging

As we all know this has not been a normal year and we are trying to help out as much as possible. We understand that people have not worked for a month and that some are out of work still. We have decided to extend the possession date 1 month to allow more time for exhibitors to get animals.

***** Animals must be in possession by JULY 1, 2020!!!*****

Tagging will be done when you cross the scales at the fair. All MARKET ANIMALS need to turn pictures and paperwork in by JULY 1, 2020. There will be 3 options:

1. There is a mail drop at the Jr. Fair Board office that you can leave your paperwork.
2. Mail it to Highland County Junior Fair Board, Attention Jana Holbrook, PO Box 564, Hillsboro, OH 45133.
3. Email to highlandcojrfair@yahoo.com (make the Subject the market species and if you have more than one market species do an email for each species, families can be put together in one email.)

The information paper needed for each species will be emailed out to advisors and will be on the Extension webpage (highland.osu.edu) for you to copy off and return with your pictures. Pictures need to be of each side of the animal and must be a hard copy and not emailed to me. We no longer need to fill out the affadavits (green paper). Feeder calves will still need to do the Pre-Conditioning papers (yellow). They are due August 15th!

***You only need to turn back in the information paper and pictures by July 1, 2020. Please fill out the papers completely!

***Chicken order forms still need to be turned in by June 1 so they can get ordered from the hatchery!

***REMEMBER THIS IS ONLY FOR THE 2020 HIGHLAND CO. JR FAIR!!!!!!

REMINDER
All market hogs, sheep, goats and feeder calves MUST be born on or after Jan 1!
2020 Highland County Jr Fair Changes

Fair Theme: Every Fair Has A Story “Be part of Ours”!

Schedule Changes

**Monday 9:00am** – (Pee-Wee Showmanship) Goats Show - Dairy Breeding Show, Pygmy Show, Harness Goat Show, Showmanship and County Bred & Born Market Boer Goats

**Monday 4:00pm** – Swine Showmanship

**Tuesday 5:30pm** – Boer Breeding Show, Market Dairy Goats and Market Boer Goats

Release times for Beef, Sheep and Goats will be Thursday of fair immediately following the Jr Fair Beef Show till 2:00 pm Friday.

No mounted fans from the ground up allowed in the aisle ways.

**Market Animal Weights –You must weigh the following to be a qualified entry!**

- Hogs – 215-285lbs
- Market Beef – 1000lbs and above
- Feeder Calves – 300-700lbs
- Lambs – 90lbs and above
- Goats – 50lbs and above
- Poultry Pen of 3 – 12lbs and above
- Rabbits 4-6 lbs

NO RE-WEIGHS for any species!

**OME**

OME Skillathons will be on Saturday, August 22nd from 10:00am – 5:00pm

**Swine**

NO RACTOPAMINE (Paylean)

1 Hog Per Pen

**Goats**

All Market Goats and other goats 1 year and under will be 2 to a pen.
Market Goats will sell 1 animal thru the ring…no combined weights

**Sheep**

Dorpers and AOB have been added to the Breeding Show

All market lambs will be mouthed at weigh in

Market Lambs will sell 1 animal thru the ring…no combined weights

**Chicken**

3 LIVE Market Birds must participate in the Market show to be eligible for Rate of Gain and OME

**Rabbits**

3 Breeds per exhibitor instead of 2 still max of 10 cages

**Horse & Gymkhana**

Horse Skillathon with OEE eligibility will be held at the Highland County Fairgrounds on August 22 from 10 am to 2 pm. Placings from this Skillathon will continue to count as part of the High Point Show.

Rule #31 - “An exhibitor cannot show the same horse in Western Pleasure on Monday and in Ranch Horse Pleasure and Ranch Riding on Wednesday”.

Rule #9 at the end of the paragraph – Exhibitors showing the first three classes in Western tack will be allowed to change their bridle only at this time for Barrels.

Class list for Wednesday Show

1. Ranch Horse Pleasure 9 to 13
2. Ranch Horse Pleasure 14 to 18
3. Ranch Riding 9 to 18
4. Ranch Horse Conformation 9 to 18
5. Ground Roping 14 to 18
6. Ground Roping 9 to 13
7. Goat Tying 14 to 18
8. Goat Tying 9 to 13
9. Moving Dummy Breakaway Roping 14 to 18
10. Moving Dummy Breakaway Roping 9 to 13
11. Pole Bending 14 to 18
12. Pole Bending 9 to 13
13. Barrels 14 to 18
Dogs

Class 002 lot 001 under recall off leash long sit– sit, stay get your leash and long down 1 minute leash attached.

Class 003 lot 001 Exercises to be performed include: heel free and figure eight off leash; drop on recall; dumbbell recall; recall over high jump, recall over broad jump, stand, stay get your leash

Class 004 Lot 001 after figure 8, Command Discrimination (Stand, Down, Sit), drop on recall, retrieve on flat, retrieve over high jump, stan, stay get your leash.

Rally Intermediate

For Rally Intermediate classes, all signs are judged on leash. Rally Intermediate must have 12 to 17 signs (Start and Finish not included) with a minimum of three (3) and a maximum of seven (7) stationary signs. Intermediate courses will have a minimum of three (3) Advanced level signs. There are no jumps in this class.

Rally Intermediate A

This class is for the exhibitor and/or dog who have not had any training or showing experience at the Rally Intermediate level prior the county’s current project year. If they have any training or showing experience at the Rally Intermediate level prior to the county’s current project year, they must show at the Rally Intermediate B level at the very minimum. Once an exhibitor shows in this class, they must move to Rally Intermediate B at the very minimum. Once a dog has been shown in this class, the dog must be shown in the Rally Intermediate B class at the very minimum.

Rally Intermediate B

This class is for the exhibitor and/or dog who has shown in Rally Intermediate A or has had any training or showing experience at the Rally Intermediate level prior to the county’s current project year. Once winning this class, the exhibitor and/or dog must move to Rally Advanced A at the very minimum the next project year.

1. Rally rules addition: The maximum course time for Rally classes are 4 minutes.
   a. Rally Advanced classes are performed off leash with 1 jump
   b. Rally Excellent classes are performed off leash except Honor exercise with 2 jumps
2. Rule #10 pg. 75…..Use of bait is permitted in the showmanship ring.

Showman of Showmen

Participants will not show their own species.

Jr Fair Building

Jr Fair registration/booth decoration from 10:00am-8:00pm on the first Saturday of the Fair. Booth Decorating my also take place Friday before Fair from 1:00pm-7:00pm
Crops & Garden

J12-6-1 Corn – 3 stalks of current year – wrap roots in plastic bag
J12-7-1 Vegetable Basket - J12-7-2 Themed Holiday Basket - J12-7-3 Fruit Basket
   Descriptions - Display of 3 or more different specimens not to exceed 10 pounds
J12-8-1 Decorated UNCUT – Any uncut decorated vegetable/fruit specimen

4-H Special Interest

Rule #3 Special interest items will be registered the day of judging. Articles required for exhibit during the fair must be brought in on the Saturday before fair to the Junior Fair Building between 10:00-8:00pm.

Flowers & Plants

Rule #2 Flowers are to be pre-registered or registered when brought in on Saturday before fair 10:00am-8:00pm

Farm Shop

Rule #1 – One entry per Lot #
Rule #2 – Entries are to be from farm shop projects constructed during the last 12 months
Rule #5 – Entry dimensions: small can fit in a 1-3 sq foot area; medium can fit in a 3-9 sq foot area; large can fit in a 9 sq foot and over.

Photography

2 new classes - From Above Looking Down and Night Effect
Rule #3 Photos only are to be mounted on an 11”x14” cardboard/poster board with NO WRITING, STICKERS OR DECORATIONS on the front of the photos or exhibit.
Rule #4 All photos are to be taken by the JR Fair exhibitor during the current year.

King/Queen

Interviews will be done on Saturday the week before fair…August 29, 2020 at 3:00pm
Applications will be due August 24, 2020
If a donor is found the king and queen will each receive a monetary donation at the end of their reign.